Instructions for fitting a douche

A handheld douche kit can be bought for approx. £25 from B&Q, Amazon etc.
Click [here for an example](hand-held-toilet-bidet-sprayer-kit) (hand-held toilet bidet sprayer kit).

Fitting instructions for the Douche washing shower.

These instructions are not the only way to fit the Douche but it’s the way I have used.

1. Look at the way the WC has been fitted to the water supply and decide the side it is to be used (right handed/left handed).

2. TURN THE WATER SUPPLY TO THE WC OFF before disconnection of any of the pipe work a flexible pipe is a good idea as some WC are piped in and only cutting into the supply is the only way to connect the Douche to the supply this is not a problem if you are able to do this job.

3. Disconnect the supply pipe to the cistern not the ball valve connection to the cistern.

4. Fit the new shut of tap of the new Douche to the underside of ball valve (female thread) of the cistern not forgetting the rubber washer.

5. Refit the inlet pipe to the inlet of the new shut off valve (male thread), fit the flexible hose (male thread) to the other outlet of the shut off.

6. The fitting should look like this
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7. If you are not familiar with plumbing you may wish to get someone who can do this for you.

8. Having made the connection you then have a choice as to fitting the bracket to the wall or hanging it on the cistern side.

9. Having fitted the hand hose to the end of the flexible hose turn the supply water on slowly checking for any leaks if all good turn water on full, job has now been completed.